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Miracle! Mother Nature Has
Appeared To Me

A Short Film
By Tommaso MiceliMalaguti
& Mario Pascariello

Extract from the review
edited by the Team of
the Beyond the Curve
International Film Festival
(Paris - France – 2020).
Mario Pascariello has shown some
beautiful narrative to describe
how we often neglect something
precious just because it is free...
The narrative hasbeen good and
precise ... It is very profound to
see the childishness shown by
Mario Pascariello narrating the
lines... The calm, happy face
resembles the touch of sanity. The
composed attitude itself sparkles
upon the sublime madness hidden
underneath that praises every bit of
nature religiously... It is an absolute
honour to witness someone who is
physically so mature ...yet, mentally
a child who has just begun to
understand nature and admire the
beauty of it. Thank you Mr. Mario
Pascariello...for this wonderful
journey! May Mother Nature appear
to us all...!
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Extract from the review
edited by the Cult Critic
The Film Magazin (Kolkata
- India - 2020).

is the biggest miracle of the nature...
I recommend this film for everyone from kids to adults. Each and everyone
will be able to appreciate the film and
interpret in their own way.

... There is no particular genre in this
film. The camera jerks have made
the film look interesting. If you’re in
a hurry but want to watch a film then
this short is the right one for you. This
short but snappy film will show the
world that you have never seen. But
there is no use of VFX or graphics- it is
done through explanations.
... The director duo of the film
Mario Pascariello and Tommaso
MiceliMalaguti have done a great
job. Mario has also written the film.
Mario’s lone role in the film is really
appreciating. His candid approach in
explaining things make the film worth
watching... Camera use may fascinate
many people... If you are curious
about nature then you will surely love
it. There is a particular scene when
the narrator is explaining the process
of turning an orange from green to
orange. According to the narrator, this

In the years 2020 and 2021 the work
achieved the following results in
International Festivals: 42 awards, 5
nominations for the best of the best,
6 finals, 1 semifinal, 2 quarter finals,
21 selections.

Directors Statement
The film was shot on location but
not on a planned set. That means, it
was filmed live during the existential
flow. The narrator’s reflections have
sprung suddenly, though they are not
improvised; they are the result of a
growth and a settling occurred over a
life lived with intensity and passion.
https://www.wfcn.co/film/miraclemother-nature-has-appeared-to-me
https://www.mariopascariello.com/
Documentary
Runtime 10 minutes

